Vocal and Physical Exercise Stockpile

I.  Physical Alignment and Energy*
	The Plow (yoga position) -- Upper back on floor, feet over head, hands supporting 					lower back as necessary.  Any pressure on the neck or head can be alleviated 					by rolling weight further down the spine.  One alternative to this position 					includes holding the legs in a butterfly position while lying flat on the 					floor, this is helpful if pressure on the rib cage and abdomen impair breathing 
and still allows for a stretching release through the lower back and pelvis.

X-stretches	Lying on back with knees up and feet flat to floor.  Extend right leg flat to the 
floor and drop the left knee over the leg allowing the movement to spiral up the spine.  
Accentuate the rotation by extending the left arm out along the floor, rotate head to look at
left hand.  Repeat in opposite direction.  Releases to spine and lower back, also a good position
for breath awareness.  Drawing the knee to the chest can also provide a good gluteal stretch.

	Salute the Sun	(yoga routine) -- full body routine using a variety of yoga positions and 				providing full body energization.  Includes downward dog and cobra 						positions to extend and warm the torso, pelvis, and legs.  Adaptable.

	The Cat	(yoga) -- On all fours, bow the back bringing the head and pelvis together 					beneath the body, breath into the stretch.  Release to a neutral position and arch 				the back bringing the head and pelvis together above the body. Gently rotate the 				head and pelvis in parallel circles around the axis of the spine to stretch 					torso, pelvis, shoulders and neck.  Reverse direction of rotation.  

	Jumping Jacks	(um, gym class) -- Great energizer.  Good cardiovascular wake-up, 					counting opens vocal breath support and releases tension through upper torso.

	The “Julia”	Float arms above the head using the breath to engage the movement.  With 				fingertips extending to ceiling and feet spread wide for stability, break at 					the hips so that the torso and arms are extended toward a fixed location 					ahead of and above the body.  Reach for the location until the strain is 					acute, and then allow a segmented release to a hanging position starting with 					the hands, forearms, upper arms, head, shoulders and finally the 						whole upper body hanging below the pelvis.  Sway and move gently 						between bent knees to allow gravity to extend and release the head, neck, 					shoulders and spine.  Vocalize to explore resonance through back and 						lower ribs. (This exercise moves easily into a slow rotation of the torso 					around the pelvis to extend the muscles of the ribcage, abdomen and lower back)  

 	Neck Rolls/	Rotate the head allowing the chin to drop to the chest and shift slowly in a 				circle drawing one ear close to the shoulder, extending the chin toward the 					ceiling and continuing the motion in an even circle. Avoid compressing the 					back of the neck by extending the throat upward and keeping the airway 					opened and extended.  Reverse direction.
	Shoulder Rolls	Lift the shoulders, drop them forward and down allowing a steady 
		circular movement of the shoulders around an axis perpendicular to the 					spine.  Reverse the direction. 
*Easy intonation, using a hum or open vowel sound, during these exercises increases physical release and warms the vocal apparatus prior to more strenuous resonance and pitch exercises.


II.	Breath:  Ribs and Support

*Visualization exercises with breath and rib expansion	Imagery can be a powerful factor in releasing physical holding patterns.  Imagery of gradually filling the torso with water over a series of breaths or using the image of an expanding tree rooted in the pelvic floor are examples of ways to use this imaginative support for breathing.  Any imagery that builds from the pelvic floor toward the top of the airway is likely to have productive results and encourage diaphragmatic support while helping to circumvent habits of clavicular breathing.

*Inverted Intercostal stretch/Pose of the Child	This position allows a full extension of the intercostal muscles and the exterior musculature of the rib cage.  Kneeling with knees apart extend the hands forward along the floor as far as possible.  Release the pelvis backward dropping it towards the floor.  Note a steady pull along the back and sides of the rib cage.  To extend the stretch, rock the pelvis from side to side bowing the torso out to expand against the stretch.  Relax and breathe in this position.  Relaxing the arms allow the breath to drop into the small of the back feeling the expansion of the lower ribs and back.  Vocalize gently on an open vowel sound on the exhale.  Concentrate on dropping the vibration of sound into the lower back.

*“One by One”		Breathing deeply into the torso with awareness of rib movement and abdominal expansion, recite “one by one, and two by two, and three by three, and four by four…etc.”  building up the numbers gradually.  Maintain relaxation through torso, shoulders and neck.  Over time, as the counting increases this exercise should gradually expand lung capacity and relaxation in deep breathing.  This exercise can be attempted lying on the floor, kneeling, or standing.  Maintaining comfortable and relaxed alignment of the airway is necessary. 

*Count to 16/32		Begin with a four count intake of breath and count out slowly to 16 or quickly to 32.  Inhale on a three count and repeat, on a two count, on a one count, and two rapid catch breaths, counting between each breath.

Cleansing Breath	(yoga) Exhale completely driving all air from the lungs.  Holding the nose continue to drive air out through the mouth (collapsing the torso forward is a variation that can augment this).  When all air has been expelled, allow the rib cage to expand with out inhaling, keeping the mouth closed and the nose blocked.  Wait.  When breathing becomes necessary.  Release the nose and monitor the natural response of the breathing apparatus.  Opening the torso by leaning backwards with the arms extended upward can augment rib expansion (try not to arch sharply and compress the lower back or the benefit is lost).   Do not actively inhale; allow the involuntary physical response to do the work.  This exercise refocuses awareness of natural breathing.  It can be helpful in reprogramming habitual breathing patterns.  

Laugh	No, really.  Not a fake laugh.  Not that I’m trying not to laugh snicker snort, but a genuine belly busting guffaw.  Take note of the natural response of the diaphragm and breathing apparatus to involuntary laughter.

Bellows breathing	With elbows by ribs and hands even with shoulders, inhale rapidly while driving hands upward, taking a full breath and expanding the rib cage laterally.  Exhale driving the elbows down and applying pressure to the sides of the rib cage.

*Partnered work may be used to observe and support rib expansion and movement.



III.	Body Resonance

“Fear no More”	The text is irrelevant, but should contain good open vowel sounds that will resonate comfortably in the chest.  This can follow up rather neatly on “the Julia” (see above).  From a loose hanging position, knees bent, head, arms and shoulders dropped below the pelvis allow a steady swaying motion to build from side to side bending the knees and rocking the head and torso.  Let the sound of the text drop out of the torso as this motion continues.  Periodically, windmill the body up and over in a continuation of the pendular motion while continuing to speak the text.  Allow the breath to fill the lower back and expand the ribcage on each inhale.  
		“Fear no more the heat of the sun,
		Nor the furious winter’s rages
		Thou thy worldly task hast done
		Home art gone and ta’en thy wages.
		Golden lads and girls all must,
		As chimney sweepers come to dust.”

The Windmill	A slow motion variation on the above exercise is an excellent stretch of muscles of the torso and ribs.  Extend outward with the hands and arms and stretch slowly through the entire range of the movement.  Using sound or text is optional for the exercise, but not if you want to use it for body resonance…

Dropping in Sound	There are a number of variations on this.  Allow a gentle pulsing movement to start in the knees, accompanied by an open vowel, uh/huh or ah/hah.  Keeping a hand on the chest focus on building vibration under the hand and loosening the resonance in the chest.  Breath deeply to support the sound.  Pounding the chest lightly or using the decidedly un-PC image of a Native American war dance can augment the effect.   

Dropped over position	For whatever reasons, the inversion of the torso has a remarkable impact on the releasing of holding patterns in the abdomen and lower back and can sometimes disrupt holding patterns in the shoulders and laryngeal area (this is a good thing…).  For this reason approaching voiced material with the head dropped over can open up lower body resonance, which can be sustained after rolling back to standing.  At least for a while…Keep the breath support full and deep.  Vocalizing during the Intercostal stretch (above) has similar benefits.

Shoulder shake	Keeping the upper torso loose, gently shake the shoulders by pivoting the pelvis and spine back and forth.  If the body is relaxed there will be an immediate effect on the movement of the breath.  Allow an easy vocal release on an open vowel.  This shimmy is described a bit more suggestively in Joe Cocker’s You Can Leave the Hat On, if that helps anybody.  But I digress…


IV.	Facial Musculature and Head Resonance

Yawn	With a full and natural vocal release.  The yawning position naturally raises the soft palate and drops the tongue opening the pathway of sound and often eliminating excess nasality and flatness in the sound of the voice.
Buzzing in face, sinuses dome of skull	Lying on floor or standing, build a steady hum in the head shifting the focus of the sound from the lips and front of the face through the sinuses and nasal cavities.   Allow the sound to shift upward to the dome of the skull and then to drop between the ears and vibrate above and behind the soft palate.  Experiment with shifting the vibration from point to point, feeling with the hand for external vibration.  Try combining the vibration into a unified head resonance.  Open the mouth and raise the soft palate (yawning) to release the full sound of the vibration. 
Chewing on a hum	an abbreviated component of the buzzing exercise above.  Allowing a hum to build in the back of the mouth, chew on the sound.  Note how changes in the shape of the mouth effect resonance and the dispersion of the vibrations.
Facial massage	Using the heels of the palms draw down along the jaw to loosen and stretch the jaw muscles.  Use palm and fingertips to massage and energize facial muscles.  With forefinger and thumb, grasp and massage upper and lower lip.  Use thumbs to (gently) massage the base of the tongue in the soft area behind the chin.
Massiter joint massage	Using fingertips, gently prod and massage the jaw hinge in front of the ears.  Allow the jaw to relax.
Laryngeal release	Gently grasp the column of the windpipe and shift it gently from side to side.  Be conscious of excessive resistance or grating of the cartilage.  Do not over extend the movement.
Tongue stretches	There are a wide variety of these.  Obviously you can stick out your tongue to stretch it.  But you can also stretch it up to touch your nose, down to touch your chin from side to side and even in a full, if somewhat sloppy, circle.  Other variations include tucking the tip of the tongue behind the bottom teeth and pushing the back of the tongue forward so that it rolls out of the mouth folded in half.  And stretching the tongue in any fashion with the chin raised.  Careful of the last one it can trigger a gag reaction.
Stretch and squeeze face (ee-oo)	Move between extremes with the facial muscles going from a wide stretched face to a clenched face.  Include the vowel sounds eeee(open face) and  ewww(closed face).  Place hands on throat to monitor tension in neck.
Bronx cheers	Rest your tongue on your lower lip.  Blow out gentle until you sound like an outboard motor.   Now pretend you’re looking at Darryl Strawberry in his Yankee pinstripes.  Try not to spit on people near you (unless they’re Yankee fans…).
Horse snorts	Without the tongue this time.   Blow out through your lips.  Pretend you’re Mr. Ed.  Now say “Wilburrr…” 
Mickey Mouse	“Hello, I’m ….”  Use the falsetto register to imitate the mouse immortalized by Steamboat Willie.
Apes	Do your best imitation of an ape (vocally that is…).   There is no easy way to notate the sound but a deep staccato series on the word  “who”, softening the h sound is not a bad start. 
Siren	Starting with the (yawn) raised soft palate and full breath support allow an open head resonance to soar up into your best imitation of an emergency siren.  
Yng, yng, yng, yng, (yawn) into ah	Closed soft palate for the first sound expanding into a raised and open rear cavity of the mouth.  A good exercise for differentiating positions of the tongue and soft palate and the effect this adjustment has on resonance. 
Jaw release on ah	Tilt head back slightly, drop jaw and vocalize on a chest resonant “ahhh.”  Hold the position until the jaw aches, release gently and massage with hands. 	


V.	Pitch Placement and Volume	

Sigh through range	This is fairly self-explanatory but there are a few things to keep in mind.  First of all don’t burst into this at full volume.  Start softly and build volume after you have gone through the entire range.  To move through breaks (particularly the middle break) slow down the pitch adjustment,  drop the jaw and feed the breath easily to the sound.  Raise the soft palate in the yawn position to open resonance and ease the transition.  Work through the range from top to bottom and bottom to top, and at a range of volumes.

Keyboard or vocal call and response	Listen and repeat using scales accompanied by a piano, or simply use a call and response with one voice leading and others repeating the pattern of tone, rhythm and pitch.  Vary the use of vowel sounds.

Focused “hey”	This is an easy one to misuse.  The focus of this calling exercise is on directing the sound to a specific point or person, not on being as loud as possible.  Start by choosing a target for the sound, preferably a person.  Focus on sending a clear supported sound to that location without strain or muscular effort.  Release the sound with the simple intention of communicating a message to that target.  Let the sound be full open and resonant.  If possible, start this exercise in close proximity to the target and gradually move further away.

Ribbon of sound	This is one of a variety of visualization exercises in which an image representing the vibration of the voice is used to imagine the sound extending across a distance without apparent effort.  By picturing a ribbon or a jet of water or a stream of colored gas moving  away from the body, focus shifts away from the internal process of creating sound and takes advantage of the unconscious ability of the voice to amplify itself.  By willing the sound to a place and removing impediments such as poor diction or breathing, it is possible to free the sound.  As a variant try speaking or creating sound and drawing that sound away from the body  by focusing the sound and your attention into the palm of the hand as it moves slowly away from your face. 

Sound and Motion	This is an effective energizing exercise, but its reliance on imitation and unconscious response also addresses issues of pitch placement and volume.  Standing in a circle take turns moving around the circle presenting a simple motion and a vocalized sound.   Develop a rhythm and maintain momentum so that each sound and motion flows into an imitation from the group and is followed by a new sound and movement from the next person.  In this way you can move rapidly around the circle and explore a wide range of physical and vocal patterns.  The exercise is designed to short circuit habitual usage patterns by forcing the exploration modeled physical and vocal expressions.  This exercise is flexible and can be designed to focus on different areas of usage.  Avoid sharp or aggressive vocalizations by focusing the expression of tension or strong exertion into the physical action.  The voice will be naturally released if the motion becomes the primary focus. 	 


VI.	Articulation

 
Differentiating voiced and unvoiced consonants  	“Pa,Ba,Ta,Da,Ka,Ga”  Mix and match to shift sound from lips, to teeth, to tongue articulation.

Ta to ter tay tee tie tilt  	Use this with a variety of starting consonants.  While it is fun to do quickly, the key to getting a benefit from this string of vowel variations is to clearly differentiate and precisely shape the vowels regardless of the consonant sound that precedes the series.   

“What a to-do to die today”	The text is as follows:
			What a to-do to die today
			at a minute or two to two.
			A thing distinctly hard to say,
			but harder still to do.
			So we’ll beat a tattoo,
			At twenty to two
			A rat-tat-tat-tat-tat-tat-tat-tat-tat-too.
			And the dragon will come 
			When he hears the drum,
			At a minute or two to two today,
			At a minute or two to two.
	Tongue twisters of every variation
		red leather, yellow leather, good blood, bad blood
			Unique New York
		Aluminum Linoleum
			Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers (etc.)	or
		Peter Piper the pickled pepper picker picked a peck of pickled peppers,
		Now if Peter Piper the pickled pepper picker picked a peck of pickled peppers,
		Where is the peck of pickled peppers that Peter Piper picked?
			Each sixth chick sat on a stick.
			Each sixth stick had a chick.
		The big blue baby buggy with the red rubber buggy bumpers
			Buy a black-backed bath brush from a blue-backed blackbird
		A cup of proper coffee in a copper coffee cup
			Betty Botta Bought some butter,
			“But,” said she, “this butter’s bitter.
			If  I put it in my batter
			It will make my batter bitter.
			But a bit of better butter 
			Will make my bitter batter better.”
			So she bought a bit of butter,
			Better than the bitter butter,
			And it made her bitter batter better.
			So ‘twas better Betty Botta bought 
			A bit of better butter.
		I am not the pheasant plucker, I’m the pheasant plucker’s son, 
		and I’m only plucking pheasants ‘til the pheasant plucker comes.  (careful…)


		

